
ASYMMETRICAL THROW PILLOW

For more patterns and sewing projects, and to find fabric to sew them with, visit pbsfabrics.com

18” square · designed by Handmade in the Heartland for Paintbrush Studio FabricsTM

SUPPLIES
· 3 fat quarters        
· 3/4 yard of solid fabric       
· 1 18x18” throw pillow
· matching thread

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
· Cut 2 pieces 12” x 19” in solid color for back    
· Print out pattern pieces* and cut 1 of each piece   
· #2 should be solid color, the other 3 pieces should be di�erent prints

INSTRUCTIONS
1. With each of the 12”x19” pieces on one of the 19” sides fold it under 1/2”, press it flat and sew the 
edge down at 1/4”. This is an envelope pillow cover, these two pieces will overlap letting you put a 
pillow in through the back of the pillow cover. 
2. Sew the pattern pieces together in number order- 1 to 2, then those two pieces to 3 and then all 3 
pieces to 4. Sew using 1/2” seam allowance. Press all seams after you sew them.
3. Lay the pieced front of the pillow right side up. Then lay one of the 12 x 19 piece right side against 
the right side of  the pieced top matching the sides and top. Do the same thing with the next 12x19 
piece matching to the bottom and sides of the pieced front. The short sides of the back fabric will 
overlap several inches. Pin together around the entire outside of the  square.
4. Sew together using a 1/2” seam allowance. Turn right side out and iron seams and front. Slip an 
18x18” pillow into the back and enjoy your beautiful new throw pillow!
*pattern pieces can be found on following page
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ASYMMETRICAL THROW PILLOW
PATTERN PIECES

THIS PAGE MEASURES 24X30”


